Pong’Touch

2-4 players, all ages
Pong’Touch by
Bring your family back together!
Pong’Touch is a new take on the arcade classic. The game is made for 2-4 players who compete against each other by protecting
their own goal from opponents and trying to score in opponent’s goals. Each player takes a side of the board and has their own
unique color. The blocking piece is moved left and right with a single touch and serves as both offense and defense. Players have a
health meter in their color to let them know how much life they have left in the game. The meter is depleted every time a ball
makes it past the player’s goal. The last player standing is the winner!

How to Play
Pong is a competitive game played with 2-4
players. Each player selects a side of the board to
claim as their goal and touches the “Start” button.
Each side has its own color to mark the goal
blocker and health meter.

Begin Game

Once every participant has selected their start
button the game begins with metallic balls flowing
through the field.

The object of the game is to deflect the balls into
the opponents’ goals while protecting your own.
Use your finger to move your goal blocker back
and forth. Try and aim your blocker to hit the
incoming balls in the direction of your opponents’
goals and do your best not to let any in your goal!

Multiple balls will be in play at once, so speed and
dexterity are the most important skills.

Each player has their health represented in the
colored meter on their side of the board. Every
time a ball passes through your goal, you lose
health from the meter. When the health bar
empties completely, that player has lost and must
retire from the game.

The game is finished when only one player is left
standing!

Empty health meter

Customer support
Customer satisfaction is our number one priority at AFTER-MOUSE.COM. If you are having any technical
issues with this game, please contact our customer support.
We will have a team member respond to your inquiry as soon as possible!

By email at support-games@after-mouse.com
On our website at http://www.after-mouse.com/support/upload/
Thanks for playing!

Frequently asked questions
What are the system requirements to run Pong’Touch?
Pong’Touch requires a multi-touch device, Dual Core Processor with 2 GB minimum memory, 4 GB
recommended memory for optimal speed. Full HD resolution is also recommended for best performance.
What is the recommended age for Pong’Touch?
Pong’Touch is a family oriented game recommended for users of all ages.

Can I play with a traditional mouse?
Unfortunately Pong’Touch is only functional with a touch-enabled device, so using a mouse will not work.

Is there a time limit to finish the game?
There is no time limit to play Pong’Touch. The game ends when only one player is left with health.

Is there any way to recharge my health meter?
Unfortunately you only have the single health bar awarded at the start, so be careful!

How do I start a new game?
Pong will automatically start a new round after each game is completed.

How do I quit Pong?
Touching the hand icon in the game’s corner will launch the menu with the option to quit Pong.

